Pitt Street Bridge
Once a trolley bridge that connected Sullivan’s Island and Mount Pleasant, the Pitt Street Bridge is now a site for recreation and relaxation. Fish off the pier or kayak through the Charleston Harbor from this hidden gem within the Old Village Historic District. Its the perfect spot to catch the sunset.

Directions from Hotel

Shem Creek
Choose from a variety of restaurant & bar options and take in views of the water from each. Perfect spot to grab lunch, drinks, brunch or dinner. Take a post-dinner stroll at the park where docks connect and showcase up close views of shrimp boats, crabs, birds, and maybe even a few dolphins.

Directions from Hotel

Cypress Gardens
Reenact your very best ‘The Notebook’ moment at one of Charleston’s most beautiful places. Cypress Gardens (actually where the canoe scene in The Notebook was filmed) offers 3.5 miles of walking & hiking paths which loop through the swamp and gardens. You can even take a self-guide boat tour and truly pretend to be Noah and Allie.

Directions from Hotel

Striped Pig Distillery
Take a tour of this open-air distillery and learn all about the spirit making process at Charleston’s first micro-distillery! Everything is unique here from their equipment they use to their very own pet pig. Visit their website for the latest on hours and tour information.

Directions from Hotel

Coastal Climbing Gym
Keep those New Year’s Resolutions in check (or begin them in the second month of the year, no one is really counting) with something different & active. An indoor climbing gym with yoga offered, it is a great rainy day activity. It’s also the perfect thing to learn with your partner too!

Directions from Hotel

R. Kitchen
R. Kitchen occupies an interactive yet intimate atmosphere with a newly constructed five-course menu every day. They offer two locations in Charleston. You will need reservations in advance so make sure to plan ahead.

Directions from Hotel

Must Eat or Drink Stops
Miller’s All Day
167 Raw
Off Track Ice Cream
BASIC Kitchen
Muse Restaurant & Wine Bar
Basil
Vintage Lounge
Belmont
The Daily
Leon’s